Ã M a r c B u g g e l n Summary: The author discusses the question of whether concentration camp prisoners can be characterized as slaves during the period of their intensified exploitation as forced labourers in the German war economy after 1942. Recent research has negated this question. This finding rests, however, primarily on the fact that the form of slavery practised in the southern United States was chosen as a reference system and that certain differences are posited as too absolute. The author analyses differences and similarities in selected subject areas between slavery as it was practised in the American South and the forced labour demanded of concentration camp prisoners. Subsequently, an attempt is made to explain the apparent differences and similarities from a global-historical perspective, and hypotheses towards a history of slavery in the age of globalization are elaborated. The goal here is to criticize the central positioning of slavery in the American South as the normative slavery system and to raise once again the question of the various forms of unfree labour under capitalism.
When I sat at the machine and heard the threatening word ''quota'', the time in Burma came flooding back to me, when the fear of the unmet quota weighed on us just as heavily. In Siberia we were compelled to fulfil it through reduced bread rations; in Ravensbrü ck, through beatings, forced standing, and reporting. [:::] . In this slave enterprise, there were also women who worked by galvanizing all their strength. 1 Soon after their liberation, former concentration camp prisoners sought to make their experiences more comprehensible by means of comparisons. Margarete Buber-Neumann was able to compare her experiences of incarceration in a German concentration camp and a Soviet Gulag. In addition, she used the analogy of slavery in her account. Yet for a long time the public and historians wanted to hear nothing of this form of recapitulating experiences. In West Germany, it was only in the 1980s that a more comprehensive effort to grapple with what took place in the concentration camps was launched. With this began the engagement with the question of whether the exploitation of the labour of concentration camp prisoners could be characterized as slavery. There is no doubt that the self-characterization of former prisoners as ''slaves'' is morally legitimate, yet it has been a matter of controversy whether this characterization is also tenable within the framework of a conceptually grounded scholarly discourse. While the initial research tended to answer this question in the affirmative, more recent studies have veered in the opposite direction.
In the following I would like, on the basis of comparative methods as well as global-historical approaches, to test the arguments that have thus far been put forward. An important role here is played by Wolfgang Sofsky's widely discussed theses, in which he rejects the notion of regarding concentration camp prisoners as slaves.
2 I will attempt to show that Sofsky's parameters, while serving to evaluate the character of various forms of slavery well, is of only limited utility when deciding whether a phenomenon should be characterized as slavery or not. In so doing, I will first discuss the creation of the analogy between concentration camp prisoners and slaves, as well as the various definitions of the term ''slavery''. Thereafter I will compare various aspects of the work performed by prisoners in German concentration camps with that done by slaves on plantations in the American South.
While the comparison is designed to be comparative and to tease out differences and similarities between the two systems, it is most decidedly not intended to equate these two phenomena. Finally, I try, based on a global-historical perspective, to explain the differences and similarities that emerge and to develop hypotheses towards a history of slavery in the age of globalization. My aim here is to criticize the central positioning of southern American slavery as the normative slave system and once again to raise the question of the different forms of unfree labour that exist under capitalism. Elkins. 7 Elkins compared the behaviour of slaves in the USA to that of concentration camp prisoners from a social-psychological perspective and arrived at the conclusion that both groups were subjected to rigid systems of mass behavioural control. In both cases, he argued, the slaveholders had succeeded in breaking the spirit of resistance by making use of modern control techniques and in ''infantilizing'' the enslaved groups. In the wake of the book, a wave of literature was produced proving that slaves in America had by no means been thoroughly ''infantilized'' and that there had been significant acts of resistance. In these studies, the comparison with concentration camps was generally rejected. The virtually parallel movement to study resistance within the concentration camps was usually not taken into consideration. 8 After the debate surrounding Elkins's book, no further attempts were made by American scholars of slavery to develop a systematic comparison with the concentration camps. Despite continued references in the literature to concentration camp prisoners having also been slaves, and frequent suggestions that a comparison between the two systems would be meaningful, no-one has since translated these words into action. 9 The study of the history of the concentration camps and the drawing of parallels between slaves and concentration camp prisoners developed in different ways in the two German states after 1945. In West Germany, one cannot speak of any serious study of the concentration camps until the Auschwitz Trial in the mid-1960s, and it was not until the 1980s that more extensive research into the subject began. Historians in the GDR, in contrast, discovered the camps and in particular the deployment of concentration camp prisoners in German industrial production as a research topic much earlier. Indeed, nearly all works of GDR scholarship on the subject refer to the slave labour performed by concentration camp prisoners. Yet in the GDR, as well, only a few researchers devoted any serious thought to the advantages and disadvantages of this analogy.
The only more extensive discussion of the subject was by Gö tz Dieckmann, who, on the basis of his research on the work of prisoners in the underground production facilities (Untertageverlagerung) at the Mittelbau-Dora concentration camp, drew a comparison to antique slavery. 10 As a whole, the majority of GDR researchers referred in their analogies to slavery in the ancient world. This served above all to highlight the archaic nature of German fascism, for at least from the viewpoint of the strictly Marxist-Leninist orientation of GDR historical scholarship, slavery was regarded as an anachronism that had been dying out since the Middle Ages: ''In powerful popular movement in the face of attacks by the 'barbarian peoples', the slaveholding order collapsed in the fifth and sixth centuries. The relics of slavery survived only in feudalism and, under certain conditions, also in capitalism. '' 11 In West German research on the concentration camp system, its characterization as slavery, while not as universal as in the GDR, was also widespread. The first researcher in the FRG to deal more closely with the slavery analogy was Andrzej Kaminski. At the centre of his analysis stood the comparison between the German concentration camps and the Soviet Gulag. In relation to both, Kaminski consistently used the slavery analogy. However, he did not attempt to define the term ''slavery''. Instead, he occasionally put forward theses that were based on a limited familiarity with the literature. In general, Kaminski embedded the slavery analogy in his reflections in the following manner: ''Slavery and totalitarianism. Whereby the latter, according to its nature, is an outrageous, polymorphic, modern extension of the former.'' 12 Thus, for Kaminski, totalitarianism is a modern extension of slavery. He hereby puts himself on shaky ground, turning a specific form of authority into a further development of a relation that has existed under nearly all forms of human governance. Other researchers subsequently affirmed this characterization of concentration camp prisoners as slaves.
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The only two scholars to have engaged with the question more deeply in the past decade both arrived at the conclusion that concentration camp prisoners should not be characterized as slaves. For Claus Fü llbergStolberg, it is rather foreign forced labourers who should be included in the category of slaves, while he considers the categorization of concentration camp prisoners as slaves to be trivializing.
14 His main argument for this is that American slaveholders had an interest in preserving their labour force, while the SS was working towards the prisoners' extermination. In constituting the slaveholders' will as a central criterion of differentiation, however, Fü llberg-Stolberg makes a methodological blunder, since he invokes Orlando Patterson's definition of slavery, in which this will does not figure as a defining factor.
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Fü llberg-Stolberg himself recognizes that, particularly in their condition of being socially dead, concentration camp prisoners more closely approach the Pattersonian definition of slaves than do other categories of forced labourers. He concludes that while this definition would apply to those prisoners that survived, it is not applicable to the general population of prisoners because most of them died too quickly to have been able to experience the substitute for the condition of social death: the possibility of survival. To me, however, it does not seem very reasonable to characterize surviving prisoners as slaves but not those that perished. In brief, one can say that Fü llberg-Stolberg's rejection of the characterization of concentration camp prisoners as slaves is unconvincing, even according to his own chosen definition of slavery.
Considerably more influential has been Wolfgang Sofsky's rejection of the prisoner/slave comparison. 16 He challenges the thesis that the concentration camps represented a form of mass slavery. Surprisingly, however, he neither defines the term ''slavery'' nor cites a single work on the history of slavery. Rather, he bases his argument on ideal types, which he outlines himself. According to Sofsky's typology, the concentration camp is a place of terror and the concentration camp prisoner a creature without value, and the inmate of an organization. Slavery, in contrast, is a system of labour and the slave has value for his private owner. The three decisive differences that Sofsky identifies are thus: work versus terror, value versus non-value, and private versus state. The question of whether these dichotomies are appropriate indicators accompanies this essay and will be answered in the conclusion.
T O W A R D S A D E F I N I T I O N
Today the term slavery is still both very current and hotly debated. By now, slavery has been formally abolished in all countries on Earth. Yet parallel to this, a small boom in works on ''neoslavery'' is currently taking place in the books market, a development that suggests the continued existence of slavery on a large scale. According to which definition they use, the authors of these works estimate that there are between 27 and 200 15. Ibid., p. 73. 16. Sofsky, Ordnung, pp. 193-199. million slaves in the world today. 17 The differential in the numbers already indicates how far-reaching the consequences of the various definitions of the term can be. Furthermore, the enormity of the problem -despite slavery's universal prohibition -suggests what a powerful political significance attempts to define slavery precisely can have. If one desires to attach a fixed definition to the term, one must still be aware that slavery is not a static entity but rather has appeared historically in a multitude of forms and is mutable. This is precisely what makes it so hard to define. As Nietzsche said: ''All terms which semiotically condense a whole process elude definition; only that which has no history can be defined. '' 18 A common way of avoiding this problem is to refer to the respective expression used in a particular locality and describe what it means. For a term that now carries such blatantly negative connotations as slavery, however, this solution is not an option, as it would simply reproduce the silence that -at least on the part of the slaveholders -still holds sway over the domain. In the scholarly research literature on slavery, there are three primary orientations, each of which has put forward a different definition of the term. The cultural studies approach defines slavery as a system of exclusion and social death that is associated with humiliation and vulnerability. 19 The juridical definition comprehends slavery above all as a private situation of ownership involving an unlimited authority to dispose over persons. 20 The third definition stems from economic and social-historical research contexts and focuses on the economic aspect, according to which the disenfranchised person who has been cut off from any form of possession is exploited in the interest of the utmost profit maximization. 21 Each of these approaches has its justification and is in itself coherent. However, it is also clear that no one of them has the power to explain all historical forms of slavery.
A further possibility would be to use the working definition of Elisabeth Hermann-Otto, which she herself describes as the lowest common denominator that can account for all the various forms of slavery. According to it, slavery is a [:::] relationship of domination between a subject (master, trader, keeper) and an object (a person who has been robbed of his or her freedom and/or freedom of movement), which refers, either temporarily or for an unlimited time, to the entire person or alone to his or her manpower (including the body as an object of desire). This fundamental relationship of dominance can be exercised by one or more private persons or an economic enterprise, but also by a political regime, whereas in the latter case the boundary with the political exercise of authority, under which free citizens and subjects can also fall, is difficult to draw but must be preserved. 22 I regard this definition as too general and too narrowly tailored to the aspect of repression. For this reason, I would broaden the definition to include cultural and sociological aspects. In particular, it is important to stress the exclusion of slaves from society and their degraded status. 23 According to the definition, concentration camp prisoners would have to be characterized as slaves, while western European forced labourers under National Socialism, for example, would not, as no such degraded status was ascribed to them. 24 With the exception of the legal definition, all the definitions thus far put forward would, in my opinion, indicate that concentration camp prisoners were slaves.
In the following, we will assess what findings the various methodological and substantive approaches in comparing slave relations can bring to light. First, I shall weigh the advantages and disadvantages of the most frequent and favoured comparison: that of the concentration camp system with slavery in the antebellum South. both cases beatings were immediately administered to make it clear who was master over life and death. In both cases, the victims were stripped of their own names in order to deprive them of an important element of selfidentification. Slaves in the southern US states were given new, invented names, 26 while the SS gave the concentration camp prisoners numbers. Slaves were sometimes branded with the initials of their new masters, while in Auschwitz prisoners were branded with their numbers.
In both cases, the enslaved people were cut off from their social environment. In the case of American slavery, this step was more radical for slaves imported from Africa. The newly arrived slaves had no possibility of making contact with their families in Africa. In addition, most of their work places were small-scale enterprises, with the result that slaves often came to their new slaveholders alone and there encountered others with whom they had only their status, skin colour, and African origins in common. 27 It was different for the children of slaves who grew up in the southern states, who in general were raised by their parents. In the nineteenth century, approximately 73 per cent of slaves lived in nuclear families consisting of father, mother, and children. 28 This means that for the majority of slaves in the American South, their relatives were also slaves and familial relations developed largely within the context of slavery. For the slaveholders, this had the advantage that slaves, in order to provide for their families, developed a powerful need for work bonuses. However, the families of slaves were by no means inviolable. In many cases children were separated from their parents through sale.
In the German concentration camps, prisoners were in many cases not as thoroughly cut off from their families and social environment. At least in theory, most prisoners were allowed to exchange letters with their families. However, the letters had to be written in German, which meant that a large proportion of prisoners required help in writing their letters.
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During the war, German prisoners were even allowed to receive visitors in the camps if they had family members serving in the Wehrmacht. 30 On the other hand, the SS tried with all its might to prevent the creation of new families in the camps by keeping men and women strictly segregated and by quickly killing any children born in the camps either through neglect or through the administration of direct violence by members of the SS. In most slave-holding societies, the danger of uprisings was often invoked and in many cases revolts, at least, took place. In both the American South and Nazi Germany, the masters lived in continual fear of uprisings. For this reason, overseeing was in both cases regarded as necessary. In the southern states the number of overseers employed was considerably lower, however. This was due to many factors: Firstly, 88 per cent of slaveholders in the southern states owned fewer than 20 slaves. 32 The latter were therefore isolated from other slaves and in their small numbers not in a position to plan an uprising but at the most their own escape. While in these small enterprises it was the slaveholder himself who oversaw 10 to 20 slaves, on large plantations with 100 or 200 slaves, it was common for there to be only one overseer for every 50 slaves in order to keep costs down. Often there were no white overseers apart from the slaveholder but rather overseers drawn from the ranks of the slaves. 33 Secondly, for southern slaves, it was easier to escape from their farm or plantation than it was for prisoners to escape from a concentration camp, but the road to safety was considerably more difficult as their skin colour made them conspicuous and the route to the North was often a long one.
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In contrast, the chances of the prisoners in the concentration camps going underground after escaping were much better. Most of the prisoners could not easily be distinguished on the basis of their appearance from the people that lived in the vicinity of the camp. In addition, there were also German prisoners in the camps who, upon escaping, could go underground in their own country; moreover for a share of the foreign prisoners their home countries were not far away. For this reason, the ratio of guards to prisoners in the camps tended to be around 1:10. In a few production sites that were deemed particularly important to the war effort, this ratio was reduced 1:5 or even in some cases 1:2. majority of cases through the tension between the need for well-fed, ablebodied slaves to assure a high level of output, on the one hand, and the desire to minimize both the danger of uprisings and the prisoners' powers of resistance through terror, starvation, and even racially motivated annihilation. In the southern states, such conflicts of interest manifested themselves above all in the earliest phase, when 10 to 20 per cent of newly arrived slaves died within the first year. 36 Ultimately a mechanism was found to largely defuse these tensions when overseers began to receive a share of the profits and/or the task of overseeing was entrusted to slaves who had proved themselves to be good workers. In addition, it was significant that the overseers were in the employ of the economic beneficiaries of the labour, and thus a clear chain of command existed.
Those responsible for the guarding of concentration camp prisoners were, in contrast, members of the political security apparatus and not subordinates of the economic beneficiaries. The guards were initially drilled to regard the prisoners as their enemies and to use terror against them systematically. Only after 1941/1942 did the aims of the SS expand to include maximal efficiency in the exploitation of the prisoners' labour. No real shift took place in the SS itself, however, but rather both aims were henceforth pursued simultaneously. 37 In addition, there were also cases when employees of the company oversaw the prisoners while they were working. In only a few cases were SS guards actually sent into the work halls.
38 If the economic beneficiaries attempted to intervene with the SS guards or their management apparatus in order to achieve a better output, the success of such efforts was uncertain due to the absence of a chain of command in the factories. Such attempts to exert influence were often successful but they were infrequent. Thus the contradiction between work and terror in the final phase of the war, especially on the large construction projects, was not as significant as is frequently presumed.
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Racism and fine definitions
Both systems excluded slaves from society and had or invented ideological justifications for this. The US system had an exclusively racist mode of exclusion. Under Nazism, other biologistic modes of exclusion as well as political and social fine definitions also came into play.
The American system was based largely on the adoption of the Spanish system of slavery, which was transplanted to the American South via the English Caribbean islands and the early forms of racism that developed there. However, in South America and the Caribbean, there existed mostly ''multi-colour systems'', with gradations of shade and the possibility of rising through the social hierarchy. In the southern American states, on the other hand, a ''two-colour system'' developed that was based on an extreme form of racial segregation which, through the so-called ''one drop of blood'' policy, attempted to exclude anyone with even a small portion of ''black blood'' from the society of ''whites''. 40 The slavery system in the American South and the literature defending it then played a role in the emergence of modern racism. 41 Nazism, in contrast, could draw upon an already extant arsenal of modern racist and anti-Semitic worldviews. Alongside racism, political and social fine definitions also played a large role here.
One difference between the two systems consisted in the fact that the mechanism of exclusion in the southern states was visible. The difference in skin colour was immediately ascertainable to the eye and required no further external markers, 42 whereas in the finely gradated system of racism in the concentration camps, the guards had to rely on the system of triangles to know which treatment method to employ against which category of prisoner.
Another difference doubtless consisted in the Nazi's biologistically motivated intention of completely annihilating certain enemy groups. Jews, Gypsies (Sinti and Roma), and the mentally ill and disabled were systematically murdered. This exterminatory practice has no counterpart in the history of American slavery. While blacks were often not acknowledged as human beings and for a long time could be killed by their owners with impunity, no systematic programme for the annihilation of blacks existed in North America. On the contrary, late-phase southern American slavery is the only example in history in which a slave population independently reproduced itself and even grew. 
Work, violence and death
The everyday level of violence and the mortality rate in the satellite camps was, in comparison to the conditions in slave enterprises in the southern states, on average much higher. However, when slaveholders used violence, this was often characterized by extreme brutality. Frederick Douglass's account of the following incidents in Maryland testifies to this: ''Mr Thomas Lanman, of St Michael's, killed two slaves, one of whom he killed with a hatchet, by knocking his brains out. He used to boast of the commission of the awful and bloody deed.'' 43 And another case: ''Mrs. Hicks, finding the girl slow to move, jumped from her bed, seized an oak stick of wood by the fireplace, and with it broke the girl's nose and breastbone, and thus ended her life. '' 44 In concentration camps, such occurrences only seldom exceeded these in brutality.
Violence, however, is extremely difficult to quantify. For the satellite camps, such a thing would be virtually impossible, and levels of violence also differed from camp to camp. Organized whippings or executions were only the tip of the iceberg. Most accounts by former prisoners reveal that only a small minority was whipped more than once or twice and that many never had to undergo this experience, while beatings with hands, fists, or truncheons are almost universally mentioned. For southern American slavery, few punishment books from plantations have been preserved, although one surviving example documents 160 whippings having been meted out to 120 field slaves over a two-year period. If evenly distributed, this would imply that on average any individual slave was beaten once every fifteen months. 45 Yet accounts of former slaves in the southern states reveal that this system was also accompanied by daily beatings that never appear in the statistics. 46 Without the continual threat of violence and punishment, the slavery system in the southern states would not have been viable. 47 Thus in both cases, violence was a necessary precondition for the maintenance of the system.
A further point of difference is that slaves in the American South had from the very beginning been captured and abducted exclusively for their manpower. Until 1941/1942, however, prisoners were sent to the concentration camps because they were regarded as enemies of the Nazi system and to be re-educated, incarcerated, or killed. This changed with the turning point in the war in 1941/1942, because the SS, determined to make a contribution to the redressing of labour shortages, had concentration camp 43 prisoners deployed to work in the armaments industry, a move which they hoped would lead to a growth in their power. Henceforward, people were hauled off to concentration camps who, in earlier years, would probably not have ended up there. The rationale behind these arrests, be it for punishment/incarceration or work deployment, became inextricably intermixed. This must have applied to the majority of concentration camp prisoners for the SS, in response to the acute need for labour, swelled the ranks of the inmates from 110,000 in the late summer of 1942 to 714,000 in January 1945. 48 The most serious difference between the slavery system in the American South and the satellite system of the concentration camps manifests itself in the differential in mortality rates. In the southern US, a mortality rate of up to 10 per cent or even 20 per cent existed only in the early phase, among slaves imported from Africa within their first three years of arrival. 49 Around 1850, the average life expectancy of a slave in the southern US was 36 years. A white American living at that time had a life expectancy of 40 years, while people in Holland and France could also expect to live around 36 years.
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The mortality rate among concentration camp prisoners in the satellite camps was, in contrast, dramatically higher than among the German civilian population. The average life expectancy even of younger prisoners engaged in construction work in the satellite camps often plunged to less than half a year. For the satellite camps of Mauthausen, Florian Freund has provided evidence for a mortality rate of 5 per cent for production kommandos and 30 per cent for construction kommandos. 51 In the final phase of the war, mortality also increased in the production kommandos. Of the average figure of 40,393 male prisoners held in the Neuengamme concentration camp, 6,129 (or 15.16 per cent) died in the first quarter of 1945.
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Much points to the conclusion that in both the Atlantic slavery system and the National Socialist concentration camps, the size of the camp played an important role in the mortality rate. Thus mortality was often markedly lower on the frequently small farms in the southern US than on large-scale plantations in the Caribbean. 53 under National Socialism also shows that mortality in small camps containing fewer than 100 prisoners often approached zero, while in the big satellite camps with more than 2,000 prisoners it increased exponentially. 54 This aspect alone highlights the difficulty of making a comparison between American slavery and the satellite concentration camps, as the majority of slaves in the USA lived on plantations with fewer than 50 slaves, 55 while most of the concentration camp prisoners were held in camps containing more than 500 prisoners. 56 
Results and possibilities of a comparison between the systems in two countries
The advantages of this kind of comparison doubtless lies in the fact that the similarities and differences of the two systems can be very clearly teased out and underlined. In the process, certain aspects that a researcher working in just one field might either have forgotten or taken for granted could gain in significance when presented in a comparison. Thus, for example, while the relationship between the state and the economy is continually referred to in the literature on forced labour deployments, the question of what would have been different if those economically exploiting the slave labour had also been in charge of the guards can better be answered in a comparison with American slavery. In general, though, the dangers implicit in this form of comparison do seem to me to outweigh the benefits. In the past, the noting of similarities has often led to proclamations of a facile similarity between the two systems. In addition, there is the danger of making comparisons without placing the respective systems in a temporal context, and that the identification of any similarities and structural resemblances will be traced back to alleged anthropological constants. 57 On the other hand, there is the tendency when differences are found to immediately presume a dominant structural difference between the systems and to claim that what one is dealing with here are two entirely unlike phenomena to which the same term cannot be applied. 58 54. This matter has not been studied much, and the conclusions come from my own findings for the satellite camps of Neuengamme, as well as Freund, ''Mauthausen'', p. 272. 55. Kolchin, American Slavery, p. 101. On average, a Southern plantation had twenty-three slaves. Most cotton and tobacco plantations were quite small, while sugar plantations had an average of 175 slaves. 56. For the women's satellite camps, the SS stipulated that industrial enterprises had to apply for at least 500 prisoners. In the men's satellite camps, too, there were very few companies that requested fewer than 500 inmates. This short circuit in the argumentation is most often aggravated by the circumstance that little reflection is given to the fact that the results of a comparison always depend on what it is that is being compared. Thus, a comparison of concentration-camp slavery with antique slavery would bring different findings to light from a comparison with American slavery. Ultimately, much of the debate thus far about the question of whether concentration camp prisoners were slaves has rested on the absolute positioning of American slavery as the paradigmatic slave system for all times. In contrast to this, however, it must be stated that slavery has proved to be an extremely multi-layered phenomenon that has shown itself capable of adapting flexibly to a wide variety of societal forms throughout history.
Correspondingly, the pinpointing of a few differences between two systems of slavery should not lead to the one of the systems not being recognized as such. Thus, for example, American plantation slavery differs in significant ways from forms of slavery in Asia. 59 What appear more clearly, in contrast, are the similarities between antique and American slavery, and indeed Robin Blackburn has found that plantation slavery incorporated certain traditional elements of slaveholding. At the same time, however, many innovations were introduced, so that, for Blackburn, American slavery ultimately represents a combination of modern and traditional elements. 60 This admixture of traditional elements and innovations can also be demonstrated for concentration-camp slavery.
T H E G L O B A L -H I S T O R I C A L P E R S P E C T I V E
In my opinion, any serious treatment of the question of whether concentration camp prisoners were slaves should begin with a brief overview of the history of slavery in the modern period -something that nearly all previous researchers investigating this question have neglected to do. This would enrich our understanding of how a particular slaveholding society should be categorized both temporally and economically and what role the slave system played within the broader organization of labour.
Plantation slavery in the southern US was introduced around the beginning of the seventeenth century. It persisted through the American War of Independence (1775-1783) and survived up to the end of the American Civil War in 1865. The entire phenomenon thus encompasses a time-span of about 250 years, although the period of the system's greatest significance and expansion fell within the final 50 years. The first slaves reached North America when the region was under British rule. Here slavery gradually replaced a system of unfree labour that had been based primarily on indenture. While in several northern as well as southern states one can initially speak of societies with slaves, in the northern states free labour relations increasingly took hold. In contrast to this, some of the southern states transformed themselves from societies with slaves into slaveholding societies. 61 This was based on the one hand on the fact that the major export products of the southern states -tobacco and later cottonrequired extensive tending year-round, which made the expensive, onetime investment in slaves seem cost-effective. 62 On the other hand, supplies of new contract workers from Europe gradually petered out as the economy in the Old World experienced an upturn. 63 In the southern states slavery thereby gradually replaced another form of unfree labour as the dominant mode. In North America -as previously in the Spanish colonies of the Caribbean -this development was accompanied by efforts to annihilate or displace the indigenous population, who only rarely allowed themselves to be enslaved by Europeans.
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In general, it is evident that the slavery system in the southern US can hardly be viewed in isolation, but rather must be seen in close connection with processes unfolding in other regions of the world. The need for slaves was associated with the ebb of European immigration. The treatment of the aboriginal population was also shaped by the experiences of other colonial powers in the New World, just as the development of the plantation system was bound up with experiments in the Caribbean and in Latin America. 65 Correspondingly, a good deal of the literature speaks of an ''Atlantic'' system of slavery.
The basic stages in the development of slavery in the southern states took place as a result of private initiatives. The state did not play a leading role here but merely set out the framework. In integral parts of the apparatus of persecution, it provided the legal basis for the ownership and punishment of slaves. The capture and transport of slaves was carried out by private slavehunters seeking potential financial yields. 66 The slaveholders likewise sold the agricultural goods they produced predominantly according to market mechanisms. Uniquely in the history of slavery, the slave population in the southern states at the end of the eighteenth and above all in the nineteenth century reproduced itself independently. 67 A major reason for this was the ban on the transatlantic slave trade that came into force on 1 January 1808, which reduced the influx of slaves from abroad to a limited, illegal trickle. 68 With the end of the overseas slave trade and its newly won independence from Great Britain, the American slavery system partially broke away from the colonial model. Slavery became part of an intricate process of building an economic system for an aspiring nation that was independent while still remaining connected to world markets. The proportion of slaves in the general population provides an index for measuring the importance of slavery for society as a whole. For the period around 1690, slaves made up 15 per cent of the population in the entire southern region. Thereafter this figure rose steadily, peaking at 40 per cent in 1780, but then dropping again to fluctuate between 33 per cent and 35 per cent in the years between 1800 and 1860. However, in a few especially profitable agricultural regions in the South, the proportion of slaves exceeded 50 per cent by 1860.
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Slavery in the southern states ended with the Confederacy's defeat in the Civil War. Thus, its demise was forced from outside and did not come about through changes within society or the economy, nor as a result of slave uprisings. Furthermore, the majority of the research today presumes that at the time of its abolition, slavery in the southern states was still highly profitable. , 2001 ), ch. 14. This applies above all to large enterprises, while the results are not so clear for small and middle-sized enterprises. It is far more difficult to answer the question of whether in the long term slavery is a less efficient form of labour than free wage labour, and thus slaveholding societies would inevitably fall behind in competition with societies with free wage labour. The majority of Marxist scholars believe that slavery is unprofitable in the long term. The most influential of these was Eugene D. Genovese, against whom the econometric studies demonstrating the high profitability of slave labour in the South were directed. Further research has shown, however, that except for per capita income, the South increasingly lost ground to the northern states in all the criteria for assessing modernization. 
F R O M P R I V A T E T O S T A T E S L A V E R Y
The situation in which a system of slavery developed in Germany was entirely different. The industrial revolution had taken place in some parts of western Europe and North America and had made it possible for them to become the leading powers in the world. Over the course of industrialization, the system of free wage labour had gradually established its dominance in these countries. Parallel to this, the Abolitionist movements in Europe and North and South America had become more important and had extended the range of prohibitive legislation. 71 However, these successes led not, as many people expected, to the establishment of free wage labour as the dominant economic model but rather to the rise of new forms of unfree labour and of slavery.
This rise was closely associated with the division of Africa among the European powers, which was also presented as a battle against slavery. Thus, the condemnation of slavery in Africa represented the prelude to its reshaping. 72 The urgent need for manpower in the building of the colonial infrastructure was decisive for the emergence of new forms of forced labour. The development of inhospitable swathes of land in Africa began with the massive deployment of indigenous forced labourers and evolved into a nearly classical form of forced labour in the first half of the twentieth century. 73 In Africa, indigenous labourers were compelled to participate in the erection of the colonial infrastructure via different methods: forced recruitment by the colonial administration, alliances with village elders on the mustering of labourers, the raising of taxes and the broadening of colonial criminal law, and the use of forced labour as punishment for indebtedness and vagrancy. 74 Especially significant for further developments was the fact that the strongest criticism of the conditions of forced labour in Africa was voiced in opposition to exploitation by plantation owners and private companies, while forced labour by the state was seen as a comparatively lesser evil. 75 forced labour was widespread. At the heart of German colonialist ideology was the view that the indigenous population had to be shaped into compliant workers through harsh discipline. 76 In German East Africa (today Tanzania), the German authorities outlawed slavery but not, as in most of the other colonized regions, because this was perceived as indispensable to secure the collaboration of the regional elites. Instead it was movement among slaves that led to abolition. 77 In German East Africa, as well, the sector of state forced labour was developed. In 1905 a tax ordinance was enacted which stipulated a sentence of tribute labour for non-payment of taxes. As the tax was very high, the bulk of the indigenous population had to perform this work. Such tribute labour was conceived with the aim of public road-building in mind, yet the colonial state frequently sold the workers on to plantation owners. This form of forced labour was a major cause of the Maji Maji Rebellion, which was brutally suppressed by the German colonial army and claimed 75,000 lives. 78 Subsequently, the German colonial administration tried to curb the use of forced labour, but the simultaneous expansion of the plantation economy prevented this. To satisfy their need for manpower, the plantation owners in the coastal areas resorted to the blatant abduction of indigenous people from the colony's interior by means of recruiters. A mortality rate of 7-10 per cent prevailed on most of the plantations, although on the Prinz-Albert plantation it reached 26 per cent. 79 The most murderous form of forced labour, however, developed in German Southwest Africa, in today's Namibia. The uprising of the Herero and Nama peoples that began in the spring of 1904 led to a genocidal colonial strategy on the part of the German Schutztruppe under the leadership of Lieutenant General von Trotha. In October 1904 Trotha ordered all prisoners of war to be shot. At the heart of the genocide, however, stood the fact that he drove the Herero into a waterless desert, leaving them to a slow death. 80 Out of tactical necessity, Berlin amended its genocidal strategy in late 1904, when the decision was made to remove the Herero to prisoner-of-war camps and there deploy them to forced labour. 81 Between 21,000 and 24,000 Herero and several hundred Nama were subsequently interned in such camps. Due to insufficient food and the harsh working conditions, the mortality rate in the camps was horrendous; for this reason, their existence is sometimes described as a continuation of the strategy of annihilation. 82 In the literature, the POW camps are therefore also described as concentration camps. 83 After the suspension of war captivity in 1908, a free labour market should actually have arisen, at least according to the plans of the colonial administration. However, once again a system of forced induction quickly developed which violated the principle of free choice of employment for Africans. Due to the punishment beatings that were meted out, cases of forced inductees escaping were frequent. Despite its criticism of especially brutal employers, the colonial administration arranged for escapees to be returned to their employers, thus insuring the perpetuation of the system. 84 In recent years a debate has arisen on the question of the extent to which continuities can be drawn from German policies in German Southwest Africa to National Socialism. 85 However, the attention here has focused less on concentration camps and forced labour policies than on strategies of annihilation and racist exclusionary procedures. In the meantime, the discussion has veered away from talk of a direct continuity and more towards transfers, chains of effects and parallels. 86 Direct continuities can most readily be found in the National Socialist colonial planning for the African continent.
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Yet colonial forced labour and the building of concentration camps in the colonies of Cuba, South Africa, and Southwest Africa did not fail to have an effect on Europe. The experiences with colonial forced labour often led to disquisitions in the metropolises of Europe on the reimportation of forced labour in order to keep the working class in check. 88 These debates only became virulent during World War I, when labour shortages returned to the densely populated cities. In many countries, a system of mandatory service was set up in response and, especially in Germany, prisoners of war were extensively deployed in the war economy, a formative experience for developments in World War II. 89 For this reason, in analysing the return of forced labour in the European metropolises, one must remain mindful of the military background and especially of the tendency towards the expansion of war into total war with the upheaval of civil society. 90 Ultimately both world wars were ''the culminations of state systems of forced labour in countries around the world''. 91 A further background for the increased implementation of state systems of forced labour was the growing criticism of free wage labour as exploitative, as well as of individualism and of liberal contract theory more generally. Instead, the right and/or duty to work was emphasized, and higher interests demanded that the importance of work contracts be curbed. Right-wing critics justified this restriction in the name of the national interest, whereas those on the left did so with reference to social interests. 92 Such criticism was by no means limited to the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany. Indeed, it was widespread among all parties in Great Britain, for example.
T H E G E R M A N F O R C E D L A B O U R A ND C ON CE NT R AT I O N C A M P S Y S T E M
In the 1930s, Germany was among the most technically industrialized countries in the world. The German elite, however, believed that this position was not adequately reflected on the international stage. They burned for a rectification of the outcome of World War I and were prepared to accept even forms of unfree labour to achieve this end. In the wake of the global economic crisis and the shift to the right under Hindenburg's presidential government, the first forms of unfree labour were introduced in 1931. 94 However, it was only with the political victory of Nazism that the extensive expansion of various systems of unfree labour began. Initially, labour policy pursued the goal of overcoming the economic crisis with the help of the channelled labour. Later, the system of unfree labour served to decouple wage policy from the economic boom. 95 Parallel to this, from 1936/1937, increased numbers of contract workers entered the country from abroad. With the beginning of the war and the conscription of German men into the Wehrmacht, the recruitment of foreign workers under conditions of increasing compulsion grew in importance. 96 At first, the labour system in the concentration camps developed largely independently of the German labour market. Initially, the main purpose of the camps was to break the spirit of resistance of the imprisoned cadres of the German workers' movement. At the same time, however, it is worth noting that a tendency had existed since 1933/1934 for residents of workhouses to be transferred to concentration camps, where they were deployed as forced labourers. Already in 1934 all prisoners had to perform compulsory labour. Until 1938 the SS used the manpower of prisoners above all to build the camps and a system of logistical support for the SS.
However, prisoners were still also required to do meaningless work that served only to torment them. From 1938, the work in the concentration camps began to be more tightly interwoven with the rest of the German labour market. Following an agreement between the SS and Inspector General for Construction, Albert Speer, concentration camp prisoners were deployed in the manufacture of construction materials to advance the new building plans of the Reich. In so doing, the SS harboured hopes of establishing its own economic empire. 97 These plans foundered on the incompetence of the SS and above all on the progress of the war. The end of the German advance on Moscow in the winter of 1941 led to an aggravation of the situation in the German labour market and to an extensive mobilization of all resources for the war economy. Under pressure from the military and economic elites, the SS had to make the concentration camp prisoners available for deployment in armaments production. Until the spring of 1944, however, this deployment remained limited to a few projects, as the essential needs of the German labour market could be met through the coercive recruitment of foreign forced labourers. 98 Also until the spring of 1944, SS policy in the concentration camps had been to gas such Jews and members of the Sinti and Roma communities as were considered, according to SS criteria, to be unfit for work. This situation changed with the collapse of the recruitment system for forced labourers in the spring of 1944. At this point, concentration camp prisoners became the last contingent that could be called upon to satisfy the requirements of the German war economy. The SS extended its system of arrest and capture, leading to an abrupt rise in the prisoner population in the camps. Moreover, Jewish prisoners whom SS doctors had declared to be fit to work were now brought back into a German Reich that had only just been made ''judenfrei'', while those Jewish prisoners who had been declared unfit for work were, as before, sent to the gas chambers.
The provision of prisoners to industry was carried out according to a leasing system. In the majority of cases it took place at the request of industry itself, so that it is safe to assume that industrialists saw an advantage in engaging the workers. 99 For the enterprises, it was first and foremost a question of whether the profits derived from the sale of the goods produced by the prisoners exceeded the costs involved in employing them. These goods were not sold on the open market but were intended exclusively for the use of the German military. The system of German slavery in the concentration camps only came to an end with the military defeat. There is no indication of either an internal move to turn away from this system or of a serious revolt on the part of the prisoners.
Due to its destructive radicalism, the slave labour of the concentration camp prisoners represented a qualitatively significant phenomenon for the evaluation of labour conditions under German fascism. Quantitatively, however, the work of the concentration camp prisoners was, even at its zenith just before the end of the war, a relatively insignificant phenomenon when compared to forced labour or to American slavery. At no time did camp prisoners provide more than 3 per cent of the manpower employed in the German Reich. In contrast, at somewhat over 30 per cent of the work force towards the end of the war, all forms of unfree labour combined made up a similar proportion of the working population as had slaves in the American South. 100 In sum, German slavery represented a quantitatively marginal phenomenon, which, moreover, only developed into a complete slave economy in the final years of the war, in many cases barely extending beyond the experimental stage.
The deployment of slaves served as a measure of last resort for a mercilessly overheated armaments industry and in a system whose downfall was ever more likely in view of the hopeless state of the war. In contrast to the American slave system, in which slavery was intended by the slaveholders to exist in perpetuity, the mobilization of the German war economy was oriented towards the short-term goal of winning the war with all the means the state could muster. In view of this goal, even the ruthless exploitation of the prisoners to the point of exhaustion made sense, as apparently it was only through criminal exertions that victory in the war could be achieved, and the survival of the state depended on this victory.
T H E R E -P R I V A T I Z A T I O N O F S L A V E R Y
After the military defeat of Nazism, the Soviet Gulag system and the older forms of slavery in Arabia and in parts of Africa became the focus of the criticism of the anti-slavery movement and of discussions within the corresponding bodies of the UN. With the release of many prisoners after Stalin's death, however, the heyday of state-sponsored slavery systemswhich can roughly be dated from 1880 to 1960 -came to an end.
Henceforth, criticism of state-sponsored slavery played a more marginal role in the battle against slavery, even if the continued existence of the Chinese Laogai system speaks against a real end to the phenomenon. 102 Moreover, with the outlawing of slavery in Saudi Arabia in 1962, 103 the old system of slavery increasingly disappeared and today is still found only in Mauritania. 104 Since 1975, however, in the wake of globalization, new forms of slavery have developed. 105 According to Kevin Bales, three major factors have spawned this new slavery: (1) population growth; (2) the continuing modernization of agriculture in the developing world and the land dispossessions associated with it; and (3) the incredible speed with which developing countries are changing and the chaotic relations that this yields.
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The new forms of slavery are taking root, above all, in the periphery or rather in the semi-periphery of the world system. If we compare these new forms of slavery to that in the southern American states, a host of differences immediately becomes apparent. In the southern states, the right of ownership was legally safeguarded, while today in general no such formal protection exists. In contrast to the southern states, the sale price of a slave today is extremely low, as only very limited capture and transport costs are involved. In contrast to the general paucity of slaves in the American South, today there tends to be an oversupply of people who have no work and therefore swell the ranks of potential slaves. The scarcity of slaves and their high purchase price in the southern US resulted in a longterm relationship of ownership, and in most cases in the slave being looked after until his or her death. Due to the large supply today, it is short-term relations that dominate, in which the slaveholder gets rid of the slave after he or she has reached a certain age or degree of exhaustion. Moreover, the importance of ethnic differences in slavery has noticeably decreased. While in the southern states, a ''two-colour system'' with a dividing line between ''black'' and ''white'' dominated, today in most cases the slaveholders are members of the same ethnic group as the enslaved people. Therefore, social forms of racism have become more significant than ethnic racism. The great commonality consists in the fact that in both cases we are dealing with forms of private slavery.
The term slavery describes an ongoing process that can by no means be consigned to the past. It is politically highly charged and is today still used in international bodies to designate current phenomena. Historians should not turn away from these debates and represent slavery as part of a lost era. It is also unhelpful to regard American slavery as the textbook case, as has often been done in previous attempts to compare the forced labour in concentration camps with slavery. If one regards slavery in all its complexity, then much speaks in favour of also designating the work deployment of concentration camp prisoners in the German armaments industry as a form of slavery. Yet what does this mean? This statement can only be filled out through comparisons, which in turn create new problems. The direct two-country comparison between the southern United States and Nazi Germany shows that, alongside structurally similar contexts, there are also many clear differences. Yet how can these differences be explained?
Here, the global-historical view is also helpful because it traces longterm changes and thereby allows us to situate the emergence of new developments. A further advantage is that it reduces the danger of making an absolute out of a special case. Viewing the phenomenon in a broader context shows the complexity and transformations of systems more clearly than a comparison between two countries. However, despite the greater openness, these global-historical perspectives have ultimately to lead to a higher level of abstraction than with the two-country comparison. Ultimately diachronic comparisons always have to grapple with the problem of the differences between the historical settings, while synchronic comparisons have to struggle with the singularity of the process. The global-historical perspective and the world systems theory have to confront both problems at the same time. Correspondingly all attempts at a global-historical perspective have to take these difficulties into account. In this considered form, the global-historical method seems to me to be of considerable value for a broad range of questions. Thus, it is evident that the history of state-sponsored slavery was by no means limited to the twentieth century but rather can be situated within a time frame from 1880 to 1960, and thus Nazi slavery -at least in this respectfits into a broader tendency.
This shows that Sofsky's first dichotomy between state and private is by no means suitable for assessing whether a phenomenon can be characterized as slavery or not. Where it would appear more helpful is in distinguishing between various systems of slavery. Does this apply to Sofsky's other two dichotomies as well? Value or non-value? The slaves in the southern US were of value to the extent that they could be bought and sold. When slaves died, this value ''died with them''. Concentration camp prisoners, in contrast, could not be bought or sold. They were leased to industry by the SS or the state. For an entrepreneur, the slave only had value if s/he worked. If the prisoner died, the SS sent a replacement. Prisoners only had value if they possessed or acquired specialized knowledge that not every prisoner had, rendering them difficult for the entrepreneur to replace.
In present-day slavery, too, slaves have little value. They are seldom bought but are rather driven into slavery by debt or abducted by force. If they are sold, the price is significantly lower than was the case in the American South. The question of price is linked to that of whether there is an over or an undersupply of labour and how the slaveholder/entrepreneur judges this. The beginnings of slavery in the southern US states were closely associated with the temporary ebb in the supply of indentured labour from Europe. To this extent, American slavery was based on an insufficient supply of labour in a land that remained to be conquered and cultivated.
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This by no means applies to the situation in which the German satellite concentration camps arose. Germany was a densely populated country in which hardly any land remained to be developed. Rather the use of camp prisoners became necessary because the conscription of German workers into the Wehrmacht had led to temporary shortages in the labour market. At the same time, however, notions persisted that both Germany (''a people without space'') and eastern and south-eastern Europe were overpopulated. Such notions served as legitimization for Germany's war and were closely associated with the belief of the German occupiers that they needed or could deport or murder large portions of the eastern European and Jewish populations. 108 Present-day slavery also rests more on the idea of a large free potential workforce than on the idea of labour as a rare and valuable commodity. To this extent, the history of slavery in the modern period appears to have developed more from the value to the nonvalue of slaves, although the extremes of these two categories were never reached. Slaves in the South were never so valuable that they could not be beaten or killed; and while the value of the concentration camp prisoners was surely low, it was still a factor in the calculations of those in power. When the supply of foreign labour threatened to dry up in the spring of 1944, Hitler and the SS removed the Jews they regarded as capable of working from the extermination process and deported them to Germany for forced labour. The question of the diminishing significance of slaves on a value scale is doubtless closely associated with the extensive development of the world and with the fact that there are hardly any fertile places left on Earth that are not already densely populated.
Sofsky's third dichotomy is that between work and terror. Here, too, the opposition strikes me as false, as nearly all forms of slavery use violence and terror to force people to work. The criticism of Fogel and Engermann's underplaying of violence in Time on the Cross has demonstrated very well how central violence and terror were for the maintenance of the American system of slavery. 109 More recent research into the history of the satellite camps has also revealed as untenable Sofsky's claim that the SS leadership's plans to elevate the status of the work of prisoners were not acknowledged at the grassroots level and that the labour deployment of camp prisoners ultimately changed nothing. 110 Assignment to a production kommando could indeed improve a prisoner's chances of survival, especially if the he or she was a highly qualified skilled worker. For the vast majority of construction kommandos, the prisoners were, however, unskilled labourers. In these cases, the average survival time of prisoners was usually only a few months. This should by no means be attributed exclusively to the attitudes of the SS guards, however. Rather the high pressure to finish work and the method of accounting meant that construction firms also had a great interest in wringing as much work as possible out of prisoners.
Since dead prisoners were replaced very quickly, there was often no contradiction between labour and terror. Instead, labour and terror were mutually reinforcing.
111 By this, I do not mean to equate the level of violence in southern slavery with that in the concentration camps. Rather, the mortality rate shows that the everyday level of violence in the concentration camps, even in the period of the satellite camps, remained far higher. In sum, the result of my global-historical view is that the three dichotomies used by Sofsky should not serve as exclusionary factors but rather as three central criteria for distinguishing among different forms of slavery.
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